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This paper quantifies flood risk to paddy rice in the Mekong delta. The methodological contribution is the consideration of cropping calendar and plant phenology in combination with synthetic probabilistic flood hydrographs, such that the plant phenology and temporal occurrence of flood peaks is introduced into the probabilistic flood risk assessment approach. The authors showed that timing of floods, the high tides and the cropping calendar are crucial factors for agricultural crop damage. And the authors make several suggestions to support flood management in the region.

I think the paper is in general well written (see some technical corrections; e.g. space
after ‘;’), and the work is worth to be published.

And i am looking forward to see the next research of the authors in the directions they suggest in section 4.5.

Lastly, in case the Editor asked a reviewed version of the manuscript, i a happy to review the revised version.

Best Regards,

Reviewer